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KITMAN LABS

We used a design thinking approach to develop a feature for backroom staff at 
sports teams to rate their players as part of a review process. Our main 
persona was a performance coach.


The initial idea for the feature originated when we signed a partnership with 
Chelsea F.C. As part of their player development process they set player goals 
and review progress over time. As we develop a generalised product we 
wanted to be certain this feature would be useful for all our customers, so we 
reached out to a broad sample, specifically performance oriented staff, from 
different sports, in a number of semi structured interviews.


What we quickly found was that this process of setting goals as a method for 
developing players is a common approach. Along with that, the process was 
similar, with only slight variations in the frequency on reviewing and the level of 
detail documented.

Player Assessments



Findings & Requirements







As part of the project we decided to concentrate on Needs 3, 4 
and 5. We have a calendaring tool, so point 1 was covered. Point 
2 we felt we also covered in the graphing area, all metrics and 
goals, if input could be visualised per player in this area, so we 
had covered that need. Finally, sharing the report was also a 
point we had already covered in our messaging feature and our 
download to pdf feature. 


Requirements
1. Schedule 

A Sports Scientist needs a way to plan and schedule an assessment in 
advance so staff members can know what they must do and when.


2. Prepare 
A Sports Scientist needs a way to prepare for an assessment so they 
can come to the meeting informed.


3. Rate* 
A Sports Scientist needs a way to rate an athlete so they can document 
how well that athlete is developing.


4. Discuss* 
A Sports Scientist needs a way to see other staff ratings so they can 
discuss those ratings.


5. Visualise* 
A Sports Scientist needs a way to plot ratings using different 
visualisation types so they can analyse the development of an athlete.


6. Share 
A Sports Scientist needs a way to share rating reports with staff, 
athletes, teachers and parents so they can keep them informed and 
engaged



Ideation & Usability Testing



CONCEPT 1

The idea behind Concept 1 was an ability for staff 
to enter multiple ratings against a number of 
different players and variables quickly. While also 
being able to reference other players.

Grouped



CONCEPT 2

Concept 2 isolated the view to a specific player, 
which also incorporated a historical view, where 
staff could see previous assessments and could 
make reference to those previous scores.

Focused



Prototype link
After running a set of usability tests, with a set script, we got 
clear signals that the Concept 2 - Focused was by far an 
ideal input mechanism and the historical aspect allowed for 
reference of previous ratings. What was interesting with 
regard Concept 1 - Grouped, was how useful this view could 
be at a general meeting when comparing players and 
reviewing averages for each player across a season or 
longer time frame. We decided to build the Focused concept 
and to later develop the table Grouped concept in the 
graphing area. A number of smaller interactions were also 
identified as needing to be updated.

Usability testing

applewebdata://E13C37A7-DC8A-4376-A788-1190AA3F1290/assets/images/prototypes/chelsea_athlete_reviews/chelsea_reviews_spec/index.html#!/screens


Final Designs













KITMAN LABS

Kitman Labs main product is a web based cloud offering for sports teams to 
manage player. The product grew without much thought and it was agreed by all 
departments the information architecture needed updating. The method we 
eventually decided on is detailed by Chris Nodder in his Lynda.com course, 
Information Architecture.


Fundamentally what we did was a set of exercises to identify the main tasks 
within the system, with a variety of personas across our user base. We then 
followed that up with a card sorting exercise to identify the grouping around the 
tasks, or what people intuitively think are clustered together. Each clustered was 
user titled. Following this we systhensised the findings, across the 13 users we 
met with and saw clear patterns. To double check our findings we conducted a 
reverse card sorting exercise with a different set of users. This involved users 
placing tasks into the predefined titles. This gave us a strong understanding of 
what our information architecture should be. we also gained valuable insights into 
terminology and developed a road map from this.

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

Steps 

1. Tasks identified by research team


2. Tasks grouped and named by test subjects


3. Results synthesised by research team


4. Tasks sorted into new defined groups by user


5. Results synthesised by research team


6. I.A. is determined.



STEP 1

We identified 42 tasks within 
our system. We wrote out these 
tasks from the perspective of 
our different users (sports 
scientist, S&C, physio, doctor, 
analyst, H.O.P.) using best 
practices around framing and 
naming them.

Task Identification 



STEP 2

We recruited internal 
stakeholders, actual 
practitioners, to complete a 
card sorting exercise in an 
effort to trial our test and get 
internal buy-in. Each 
stakeholder was individually 
asked to group tasks together 
based on intuition. Followed by 
naming these groups.

Internal Card Sorting 



STEP 3

We then recruited users, to 
complete the card sorting 
exercise. Similar to the internal 
stakeholder trial the users were 
asked to group tasks together 
based on intuition. Followed by 
naming these groups.

Users Card Sorting 



STEP 4

After gathering feedback from 
users we looked over the 
findings to see any patterns. 
The variation was low, some 
outliers, but everything was 
consistent enough to give us 
confidence with a proposition 
for the next stage, shown 
above.

Refining Groups 



STEP 5

We ran internal and external 
user testing with a reverse 
method. Asking the same users 
and stakeholders to identify the 
group a task is associated with. 
These were the same tasks and 
grouping names identified from 
the initial card sorting exercise.


Invision exercise


Reverse Card Sorting 

applewebdata://DB6E15FA-EE1C-42C5-99FE-F757B36D6BEE/assets/images/prototypes/kitmanlabs_information_architecture/ia_reverse_card_sorting/index.html#/screens


STEP 6

After assessing the results we 
proposed a new I.A. This was 
shared internally and externally, 
not in any rigorous way, but 
rather for communication and 
buy in. Keeping everyone 
aligned was important and kept 
momentum. This site map 
reflects the research and 
proposed I.A. We also added 
some style and navigation 
changes.


Invision proposed IA 
prototype


Synthesis and Findings 

applewebdata://DB378A48-1E84-4E16-AA11-6E3F3FB5D38A/assets/images/prototypes/kitmanlabs_information_architecture/ia_prototype/index.html#/screens
applewebdata://DB378A48-1E84-4E16-AA11-6E3F3FB5D38A/assets/images/prototypes/kitmanlabs_information_architecture/ia_prototype/index.html#/screens




IBM WATSON CARE MANAGER

As part of a 6 week Design Camp project in Austin we had to research, design 
and prototype an app for care managers to conduct an assessment.

Client Assessment



Findings & Requirements



Findings & Requirements



A Care Manager must go to an individuals (patients) home and try to conduct and 
assessment in 45 minutes. On average these assessments take about two hours. 
And should be done by two care workers.


As part of the research we interviewed 12 care givers of varying experience levels 
and determined this issue of conducting two hour assessments with someone the 
care giver may have never met and who probably mistrusts the care giver to be 
the major problem. We researched and looked at the breakdown of a number of 
different assessments to understand the content.


We also found many care workers would go to the house and be so tired from 
constantly doing these assessments that they read from a piece of paper and 
never tried to build trust with patient, leading to a horrible experience for both 
patient and care worker.


Findings



Findings & Requirements





Designs











PRIVATE PROJECT

Intelligram is an iOS app which helps you choose your best 
photos to share on instagram. You take hundreds of photos but 
how do you know which is the best one?


Intelligram



iOS App Store


Aram, co founder, came to me with an idea about using a model 
to rate the chances of an image getting likes when uploaded to 
instagram. We thought it had legs and we wanted to pilot it and 
see how we could design, launch, develop and deliver a product 
with just the two of us. He wanted more iOS development 
freedom and I wanted to try working in a different context. We 
did well.


We released an iOS app which has done well in Russia and 
Colombia. We have 3000+ downloads and got onto the 
Enterprise Board incubator program for 8 weeks. The app is 
available to download in the iOS app store.

Short Story
How it works 

1. Download Intelligram from iOS App Store


2. Grant access to photo library


3. In–app, select photos to rate


4. Intelligram runs the selected photos through a 
model based on 80,000 liked instagram images


5. Intelligram returns results for each image, 
rating the quality and likelihood of getting 
positive feedback on instagram


6. User has direction on which photo to share on 
instagram.

https://apps.apple.com/ie/app/intelligram-insta-the-best/id1265611138


Designs



Intelligram Logo




